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INTRODUCTION
Toilet conversations and humor are akin to mankind. The so called “potty humour” or
“poop jokes” is a classic not only among British kids, it’s a worldwide phenomenon.
Adult pranks and practical jokes also form part of the scatological scenery.

The word scatology has an ancient Greek origin meaning "dung, feces".1 In psychology
it’s an obsession with excretion or excrement, or the study of such obsessions. In sexual
fetishism, scatology refers to coprophilia, when a person is sexually aroused by fecal
matter, whether in the use of feces in various sexual acts, watching someone defecating,
or simply seeing the feces. John Gregory Bourke, captain of the US Army and
anthropologist, published in 1891 “Scatologic Rites of All Nations: A Dissertation
upon the Employment of Excrementicious Remedial Agents in Religion,
Therapeutics, Divination, Witch-Craft, Love-Philters, etc. in all part of the Globe”,
an in-depth study of scatology. In 1913 a posthumous German version was published with
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a foreword by Sigmund Freud. An abbreviated edition, “The Portable Scatalog”, was
reissued in the USA in 1944 with Freud’s preface.
Chaucer’s “The Canterbury Tales” in the 14th century focused on the merry and
carnivalesque side of scatology. German literature is rich in scatological texts and
references since the Middle Ages. Great 16th century writers such as Shakespeare,
Cervantes or Quevedo (“no hay gusto más descansado que el de después de haber cagado”
–there is no pleasure more rested than after having shit – extracted from his “Gracias y
desgracias del ojo del culo” –The asshole’s fortunes and misfortunes) featured
references in their plays, novels and poems.
In the 20th century it was Marcel Duchamp that launched the provocative concept in the
art world (following Dadaism, and to his dislike he was considered as the New York
Dadaist). In 1917, as a cofounder member of the Society of Independent Artists, he
presented “Fountain”, signed as R. Mutt, to the first US exhibit of the Society. The socalled fountain was a porcelain urinary. The controversy was immediate. The show
committee, of which Duchamp formed part, claimed that “Fountain” was not art, and
refused to exhibit the piece. Voting was the solution found to end the dispute. Duchamp
lost, and quit the board of the Society. He also retrieved the cubist painting he had done
for the exhibit. The original “Fountain” has been lost and we only have a photograph and
a couple of replicas. Its final destiny is as mysterious as its origins. When Duchamp
submitted the urinary as a sculpture the reference was “sent by Duchamp” and not “made
by Duchamp”. Two main theories have sustained: he bought it at Mott’s Iron Works
plumbing store on Fifth Avenue and 17th Street, NY, or it was sent to him by a female
friend (there are three candidates).

Alfred Stieglitz took the above picture of the urinary at his 291 Gallery (291 Fifth
Avenue, NY). The 291 was the first photo gallery in the US. It also was the first to
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exhibit in the US the works of Rodin, Matisse, Rousseau, Cézanne, Picasso, Brancusi,
Picabia and Duchamp.
1967 was the year of the Summer of Love, when the hippie movement exploded. Frank
Zappa, leader of the group The Mothers of Invention, posed in London sitting on a toilet
bowl speaking on the phone (the picture that’s the front cover of this Final Project). He
has similar ones, playing the acoustic guitar, just staring at the camera or toying with a
roll of toilet paper. These publicity stunts were also based on provocation. And one of
them became an iconic image of the counterculture. Printed as a poster, it was a
commercial success around the world.
While Duchamp’s “action” is nowadays considered as an artistic breakthrough, that
defined the nature of art to come, Zappa’s photo was, aside from an anti-establishment
move like Duchamp, a promotional image that established his underground image.
Considering all of the above, the target of this exercise is to prove that there is more to
this tangible thing, the toilet bowl, than meets the eye. If we think that only 25% of the
people of the Caribbean, Central & South America have one, maybe we’ll start to think
of the toilet bowl as a privilege. A situation that Spain’s rural towns and villages lived
until the 60s.

The toilet bowl is just the visible part of an infrastructure that’s synonymous with
civilization and progress, health, hygiene and well-being, sanitizing of unhealthy waters,
prevention of diseases, and infections control. Dr. Jane Wilson-Howarth2, physician,
author and zoologist, explained it very well in her book “Shitting Pretty: how to stay
clean and healthy while traveling”, relaunched in 2006 as “How to Shit Around the
World: the art of staying clean and healthy while traveling”. She takes a humorous,
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sympathetic approach to one of the most basic of human activities, interweaving
anecdotes from fellow travelers with sensible tips and techniques for how to avoid
diarrhea, parasites, malaria, typhoid, hepatitis and scarier diseases such as encephalitis
and pulmonary edema. Serious stuff.

BACKGROUND
The 10-year-old We Are Water Foundation, associated to Roca (the world’s leading
company in bathroom spaces), considers that sewage traces our history. In the article3
written by Santi Serrat we can read: “For over 10,000 years we have coexisted with an
unavoidable attribute of our civilization: sewage, human waste that even today continues
to be lethal for millions of people.” In the brief review of the history that demystifies us
Serrat goes through relevant facts:
Before the Neolithic period, when we were hunters-harvesters, we lived in a world
in which everything was renewable. Drinking water flowed from sources and
streams and the settlements only needed a premise: they needed a water source
nearby.
Everything changed radically when humans started to be producers and traders.
This happened in the Neolithic period, around 8500 B.C. The production and
commercial processes took place in growing and settled population centers: cities,
human groups with a high population density that concentrated commerce,
political power, handcrafted production and… waste and feces.
Around 4000 B.C. we find the first sanitation facility in Babylon. It was a sump or cesspit,
a simple digging in the ground to concentrate the excrements (that could soon be found
in other cities of the empire and in rural areas). The Babylonians had already developed
a basic hydraulic system for the transport of water (remember that they produced one of
the Seven Wonders of The Ancient World: The Hanging Gardens). They applied their
knowledge to the conduction of feces to the sumps by means of the washing down with
buckets of water and the first clay pipes. Sewage appeared, a constant companion of
civilization until today, as well as the associated technology to coexist with it: sanitation.
The water supply already existed in cities at that time, but it was not until 3000 B.C., in
the city of Mohenjo-Daro, in the Indo valley (in modern-day Pakistan) that we find the
first buildings with latrines connected to a sewage system. The citizens washed down
their latrines with water and the sewage system collected this waste water and took it to
the sump or to the Indo River. Within the city, individual homes or groups of homes
obtained water from wells. From a room that appears to have been set aside for bathing,
waste water was directed to covered drains, which lined the major streets.
Domestic wastewater was used for irrigation by prehistoric civilizations
(Mesopotamian, Indus valley, the Minoan in Crete who were the first to use underground
clay pipes) since the Bronze Age (ca. 3200-1100 BC).
The Minoan civilization, aside from the underground clay pipes, had stone sewers that
were periodically flushed with clean water. Dating back to the 18th century we find one
of the first uses of a flush toilet, a main feature of the toilet bowl.
3
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Another Minoan achievement was the inverted siphon system, along with glass covered
clay pipes: used for the first time in the palaces of Crete, Greece. It is still in working
condition, after about 3,000 years.
Wastewater was used for disposal, irrigation, and fertilization purposes by Hellenic
civilizations and later by Romans in areas surrounding Athens and Rome.
It’s considered that the first use of waste water for agricultural fertilization in the western
world can be found in ancient Greece, due to the lack of wide rivers. In some cities the
sewage system took the waste water to the outskirts of the city towards a dumping site.
From there it was conducted to the crop fields by means of a piping system. In China, use
of human excreta for fertilizing agricultural crops has been practiced since ancient times.
As the planet’s population grew and there were more settlements, water that was brought
to the growing cities and villages came from the same rivers where human debris and
trash was delivered. The problem had grown and became more complex: we had started
polluting the water flows systematically. Eventually it would also be the cause of major
health issues.
The concept of hygiene developed during the Roman Empire and regulations were put in
place to separate waste water by means of a sewage system in the streets. The latrine
evolved as well and a seated one became widespread, replacing the previous system,
where defecation took place in a squatting position. Another step forward took place at
that time as well: the separation from sewage of what we now call grey water. Waste
water from baths and thermal baths, was used to wash down public latrines, which became
a social gathering point: many Romans chatted animatedly while they relieved
themselves. The following picture is of a latrine in Ostia, Rome (port city at the mouth of
the Tiber River).

At that time the concept of hygiene was still far from the concept of disinfection. Waste
water was avoided mainly due to the unpleasant odour, as there was no awareness of its
insalubrity and it was discharged into the Tiber.
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In Ancient Rome, the Cloaca Maxima, considered a marvel of engineering, disgorged
into the Tiber and is considered one of the world's earliest sewage systems. Originally
built by the Etruscans, Rome’s founders, as an open-air canal. The Romans around 600
B.C. covered over the canal and expanded it into a sewer system for the city.4 Public
latrines were built over the Cloaca Maxima.
However, the population continued throwing the excreta onto the street
until 100 B.C., when a decree obliged to connect all households to the sewage system,
which experienced an outstanding evolution.
On the other hand, the eleven aqueducts which supplied water to Rome by the 1st century
A.D. were finally channeled into the sewers after having supplied the many public baths,
public fountains, imperial palaces and private houses.
All of the above seemed to have faded into oblivion with the fall of the Roman Empire.
Medieval Europe went backwards. Only a few cities, like Paris and London, preserved
some structures of the Roman sewage system which were soon absorbed by the urban
sprawl. Walled cities installed cesspits as their only sanitation structure and they were
soon saturated. The population throwed again the excreta onto the streets or outside the
city walls. Rats thrived among excreta and epidemics of cholera and plague broke out,
killing 25% of the European medieval population. But no advances were made in
sanitation. Cities were putrid, and the maximum hygiene level was reached in rural areas,
where peasants buried their feces in a hole.
Throwing the excreta was popular again. In Medieval Spain “¡Agua va!” was the alert
cried before the debris was thrown out the window. “Gardy Loo!” was the English
equivalent, adapted from the Scottish version of the French "Gardez l'eau". The smell of
the streets, with the mixture of human and animal (horses, livestock) excrements, must
have been unbearable.
Medieval Spain was split between the Catholic kingdoms and the Islamic part. In this
dark time in Europe, only the Arab cities in the Iberian Peninsula established sanitation
rules with the objective of separating three types of water: rain water, which was essential
for life; grey water, which originated from domestic activities, and waste water. The Arab
culture, born in a difficult climate, valued rain water as a divine gift and it was carefully
conducted to the cisterns for its conservation and use. Domestic grey water was removed
from the patios of the houses through underground drains or pipes on the surface, while
waste water had to have an independent pipe towards the cesspits where it merged with
the grey water. A process similar to our modern days systems.
Islam stresses the importance of cleanliness and personal hygiene. Islamic hygienical
jurisprudence, which dates back to the 7th century, has a number  of elaborate rules, which
led to bathhouses being built across the Islamic world. In the Abbasid Caliphate (8th13th centuries), its capital city of Baghdad (Iraq) had 65,000 baths, along with a sewer
system. Cities of the medieval Islamic world had water supply systems powered
4
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by hydraulic technology that supplied drinking water along with much greater quantities
of water for ritual washing, mainly in mosques and baths. Medieval Islamic cities such as
Baghdad, Córdoba (Islamic Spain), Fez (Morocco) and Fustat (Egypt) also had
sophisticated waste disposal and sewage systems with interconnected networks of
sewers. The city of Fustat had multi-story tenement buildings (with up to six floors)
with flush toilets, which were connected to a water supply system, and conduits on each
floor carrying waste to underground channels.
In America, the Classic Maya at Palenque (Mexico) built underground aqueducts
and flush toilets; the Classic Maya even used household water filters using locally
abundant limestone carved into a porous cylinder, made so as to work in a manner
strikingly similar to Modern ceramic water filters. The Classic Maya period extended
from 200 AD to 900 AD. It’s believed they abandoned Palenque around 800 AD.
The first sewer systems in the United States were built in the late 1850s
in Chicago and Brooklyn. Brooklyn, the third or fourth largest city in the US (depending
on the period) joined forces in 1898 with Manhattan, Staten Island, Queens and Bronx to
form the five boroughs that conform New York City. Manhattan’s Lower East Side during
the 18th and 19th centuries was the destiny of millions of arriving immigrants. During
these two centuries Manhattan’s tenements didn’t have plumbing infrastructures.
Therefore, no bathrooms.
The arts and science revolution during the Renaissance period in Europe did not go hand
in hand with the advances in sanitation, which came to a halt while cities kept growing.
The filth and odor in nearly all European cities during the seventeenth century were
unbearable. Open air defecation was common in many neighborhoods and cesspits were
saturated; meanwhile, citizens continued throwing their excreta onto the streets where
sewers, which were open ditches, partially discharged them into the rivers. The progress
made in hydraulics at that time was applied to the collection and distribution of water, but
it did not reach sanitation.
The situation in London became unsupportable by 1830. The tremendous stench that
emanated from the city, the famous Great Stink, was joined by various cholera epidemics
with a very high death toll. During one of them, in 1847, an English doctor, John Snow,
who had devoted his life to the study of epidemics, reached the conclusion that cholera
was caused by drinking water that had been contaminated with waste water. He proved
his theory when the epidemics ceased in those areas where pumps had been closed. A few
years later, the research carried out by Louis Pasteur provided the scientific confirmation
to Snow’s intuition: the microorganisms present in waste water caused infectious diseases
such as cholera or typhoid fever. As a result of this knowledge, legislation was changed.
From the nineteenth century onwards, the laws in different countries put a limit to the
construction of cesspits, which were restricted to areas with no sewers and transformed
into much safer septic tanks.
Another crisis changed the situation of sanitation radically: the great fire in Hamburg,
which destroyed one quarter of the city in 1842. The reconstruction was made with a new
sewage system that, with a single drainage circuit of waste water, used sea water for its
weekly cleaning and was aired out through the drains of each of the connected buildings.
The system was financed by local businessmen and soon inspired all other major
European and U.S. cities.
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The following representation tracks the evolution of sanitation through main concepts,
named as drivers, the technology associated, and the milestones achieved.

But even though the situation nowadays has improved, it hasn´t benefited everybody
around the world. The WHO’s5 sanitation figures shows the current shortages. They are
frightening. You can check them out in their Web and in the next image that summarizes
the situation:

5
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THE FIRST TOILET: WHERE AND WHEN
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Archeological diggings discovered the first toilet in China. It belonged to the West Han
dynasty era (206 BC-9 AD). Some dispute this asseveration arguing that in Ancient Egypt
a toilet was found in the tomb of Ramesses III (1186–1155 BC). But that wasn’t a proper
seat, it was a hole dug on the floor.
The so-called pig toilet is a simple type of dry toilet consisting of an outhouse mounted
over a pigsty, with a chute or hole connecting the two. The pigs consumed the feces of
the users of the toilet, as well as other food.

The typical design of the Han toilet, as shown in both photographs, is confirmed by
archaeological excavations of pigsties. Such toilets were small roofed huts with the hole
(some had seats), a door and window(s).
In the previous section Roman public toilets were shown.
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In all fairness the first flush toilet bowl inventor was John Harrington (1560-1612). The
English writer and translator developed a prototype in 1596 that he called Ajax (a "jakes",
which was an old slang word for toilet6). No patent was registered. He wouldn’t have
faced no trouble in being granted a letters patent from the English Crown: Queen
Elizabeth I was his godmother. But he documented his work in a book that was published
that same year.
The prototype evolved into a definitive practical model that he gave the Queen as a gift,
also in 1596.

In the picture we can see a red candle on one side of “the throne”, and the chain to flush
on the other. The model had a flush valve to let water out of the tank (not pictured), and
a wash-down design to empty the bowl.
6
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In popular culture it’s believed that the term “john” is referred to the inventor’s name.
The first flushing toilet bowl patent is from 1775. London’s Alexander Cummings
registered a mechanism similar to Harrington’s.
A vital accessory to the toilet bowl is the toilet hygiene (cleaning our bottoms after
business is done). Before toilet paper humans used a variety of methods. Anal wiping was
performed with stones and other natural materials and rinsing with water or snow was
common. Some opted for seashells and animal furs. In the Roman world [during the first
century A.D.] they used a sponge on a stick. The sponges would be cleaned in a bucket
of vinegar or salt water before reusing.
For the first toilet paper we have to travel again to China. Paper originated there in the
second century B.C. The use of paper for cleansing is from the 6th century in medieval
China. In 589 A.D scholar Yen Chih-Thui wrote, “Paper on which there are quotations
or commentaries from the Five Classics or the names of sages, I dare not use for toilet
purposes.”.
By the early 14th century, the Chinese were manufacturing toilet paper at the rate of 10
million packages of 1,000 to 10,000 sheets annually. In 1393, thousands of perfumed
paper sheets were also produced for the Emperor.
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in the Western world toilet paper wasn’t available until 1857, when Joseph Gayetty of
New York marketed a "Medicated Paper, for the Water-Closet,” sold in packages of 500
sheets for 50 cents. They had no market competition until 1890 when the first perforated
toilet paper rolls were introduced. By 1930 toilet paper was finally manufactured “splinter
free.” Today, softer, stronger and more absorbent describes the toilet paper found in
American homes.
In the US, before Gayetty’s contribution, through the 1700s, corncobs had been a
common toilet paper alternative. Newspapers and magazines arrived in the early 18th
century and were used for toilet purposes.

MY TOILET BOWL
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My toilet bowl is an old Victoria model manufactured by Spanish company Roca. Roca
was founded in 1917 by the three Roca i Soler brothers as Compañía Roca
Radiadores.1917 was also the year that Duchamp submitted “Fountain”, the porcelain
urinary, for the first modern art exhibition in the USA. Roca’s first products were cast
iron radiators, manufactured in their first factory in Gavá (Barcelona). Boilers were their
next product. In 1929 they started their bathroom line of products. First with bath tubs
and since 1936 they started producing china made sanitary items. They complemented
their bathroom line of products with brassware and faucets in 1954. Today Roca is the
world’s market leader with 82 manufacturing plants and 24,000+ employees, with
presence in 170 markets around the globe.
I mentioned that it’s the old Victoria model because the new one, in fact all new Roca’s
toilets, has a double ecological flushing system. The flush button is split in two parts: one
empties the full tank and the other only part saving water consumption. If you look closely
at the picture, you’ll see the partition.

This low-flow toilet is now an industry standard. And it was a major environmental
breakthrough.
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This low-flow toilet formed part of Roca’s larger scale strategy: eco-friendly products,
that led to the creation of the We Are Water Foundation in 2010. The Foundation is
currently supporting 50 projects in 24 countries, helping more than 675,000 people. One
of Roca’s most surprising new concepts is W+W:
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Let’s get back to my old Victoria model. Low-flow toilets with their double flushing
button are a major advancement from the original chain, that you had to pull (remember
Queen’s Elizabeth toilet). This chain meant that the cistern or water deposit was above.
It’s also a reflection of the architecture of the times: high ceilings. Who could afford
them? The wealthy (palaces and mansions). They were the ones aware of the latest
novelties and technological improvements. Therefore, we can confirm that since the
beginning the toilet was a symbol of privilege. Then it was a social class issue, and
nowadays is one of the deficiencies of Third World countries.

Toilet use is spread across the First World. Laws and construction licenses oblige for
proper sanitation and water treatment (separating the use of drinkable water from the
wasted one). The current model works as shown in the Deer Island Treatment Plant
(Massachusetts):
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The elevated cistern became a problem as ceilings were lowered in general, and the
number of city apartments increased, reducing the height of ceilings to earn additional
floors. Another inconvenience was when it came to repair or fix any problem. Lowering
the deposit was a practical solution. Full integration of the deposit and the bowl resulted
in two different parts.
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As you can see in my toilet bowl, the seat and the lid are screwed to the bowl through
hinges.

The inside of a toilet with a top pull handle, like mine’s, is standard to all models:
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US models have a hand handle on either side of the tank (left or right).

My toilet bowl is 78 cm. tall, 43 cm. wide, with a depth of 66.5 cm. These are my
measurements. In the Roca Web I found the following dimensions, for the new Victoria
model:

Ae interesting characteristic is found in the seat’s lid. In its inner side there are two
support points that, when closed, prevents the lid’s contact with the seating area.
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Below the seat there are four support rectangles that avoid contact with the bowl’s china
and help adherence.
There are two models of toilet seats:

The horseshoe shaped seat is perfect for public places (hotels, bars, restaurants, airports,
offices, malls, etc.) and is suited for both sexes. The opening is to prevent contact of
genitals.
There are also funny shaped seats. These two are music related.

Toilets have experienced a big evolution jump. Nowadays we have smart toilets. In some
of them the tank has disappeared. The smart toilet concept is a two in one: toilet plus
bidet. Which also represents another ecological advance: no more toilet paper, no more
logging to produce it.
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Roca has two lines of smart toilets: In-Clean and Multiclean. Both come with remote
controls.

Smart toilets are popular in Japan. All main hotels carry them. And their implantation is
spreading as a luxury item across First World markets. Once again, the toilet bowl appears
as a privilege, something consubstantial since its invention. A tangible thing as an object
of desire.
I’ve chosen as a phot example the Yanxuan model, of Chinese manufacturer NetEase. It’s
basically a smart seat (available through Amazon) that you fix over your toilet bowl.

At this year’s CES in Las Vegas a new concept was introduced: the mobile toilet. Japan’s
Toto Ltd. unveiled the idea that proposes a small trailer converted into a private bathroom,
pulled by a car to a designated spot. The door is closed by an electrical lock, which can
be opened by scanning a QR code from an exclusive app. Toto, founded in 1917 as Roca,
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moved to develop an app that would bring a portable restroom trailer to a spot near the
location the call is made. Kind of an Uber for pooh.

In 2019 Toto invested7 in San Francisco based startup tech firm Good2Go to develop the
app8. In the footnote you can have a look at it.

All these new products and developments were possible because of legislation. Laws and
regulations pushed companies to launch innovative products, and engineers to lay out
underground systems for wastewater and rain recollection
7
8
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Treatment plans are of the upmost importance, as seen before in the Deer Island graphic.

HOW ROCA BECAME THE WORLD’S MARKET LEADER
The world market leadership of Roca is not a very well-known fact in Spain. Not as other
champions like Lladró, Zara, Real Madrid or Banco de Santander. How a family owned
company, from a small agricultural village (Gavá), became the number one in their field?
We find the answers looking through their 103-year-old history.
The three Roca brothers started their factory in 1917, producing cast iron radiators for
domestic heating. They soon expanded to boilers. This industrial activity was reshaping
Gavá’s profile: it attracted other industries and the agriculture orientated village started
to grow offering job opportunities. Another asset was its closeness to Barcelona. 12 years
later, in 1929, the Roca bros. entered in the bathroom business, or bathroom space using
their current corporate language. Their first product was a bath tub.
The growth of Barcelona with the completion of a new urbanistic plan for the city,
approved in 1897, helped Roca’s expansion. The plan included the annexing of six
surrounding municipalities and development of new neighborhoods. This was an
excellent opportunity for Roca’s heaters and boilers. And the main reason for their later
involvement in the “bathroom space”. New municipal and country laws imposing
sanitation systems for new constructions also played a big role in the company’s
expansion. The new legal statutes provided the infrastructure for Roca’s bathroom
products. In the picture below the red pipes are for hot water and the blue for cold.
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Luxury houses and apartments had more than one bathroom. This was fertile territory for
Roca.
Roca’s designs evolved from basic, where functionality prevailed, to slick and stylish
ones (the most sophisticated catered to the upper classes). Roca currently works with 22
designers and studios, some of them award winners of the most prestigious prizes. Their
top of the line stores is called Roca Galleries. In their Web we can read:
Roca Galleries
Discover the Roca brand’s flagship buildings
Roca Galleries are not just physical locations, but rather an entire concept that
conveys the avant-garde offering and forward-looking vision of Roca. Built with
the principles of design, innovation and sustainability in mind, Roca Galleries
clearly showcase the leading add global brand’s commitment to an ongoing
discourse with society as a whole, but more specifically with professionals who
share an interest and concern in cultivating the bathroom concept.
The Roca Galleries serve as a meeting place and arena for open dialogue, drawing
together like-minded designers, architects and interior decorators from around the
globe. Locations in London, Shanghai, Barcelona, Madrid, Lisbon and Beijing
provide a multidisciplinary platform for interchange, thereby constructing a
world-wide network to identify, interpret, develop and share information on new
trends in the field.
Zaha Hadid Architects in London; Francesc Rifé Studio in Shanghai; Borja, Lucía
and Carlos Ferrater’s OAB architectural studio in Barcelona; Estudio Lamela in
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Madrid; Ferruz Decoradors in Lisbon; and Ma Yansong in Beijing have brought
this vision to life in the Roca Galleries that combine an engaging look and true
representation of the brand’s values.
Hence, the Roca Gallery sites are designed as flexible, functional places to show
off the wide range of Roca products alongside a broad offering of socio-cultural
activities.
This approach to design goes hand in hand with innovation. Roca prides in their
innovations and technologies developments since their inception. We’ve previously
mentioned their presence in the smart toilet market and their environment concerns (that
led to the creation of the We Are Water Foundation).
The road to the top was not easy nor quick. In the 90s Roca developed a first step of
international expansion, mainly based on setting up commercial branches and joining
forces with local leading brands. After Portugal and France, the expansion continued to
the United Kingdom, Germany, Italy, Russia, Morocco, Argentina, Brazil and China.
The turning point of the internationalization expansion took place in 1999, with the
acquisition of the Swiss Keramik Holding Laufen, the fourth global manufacturer at the
time. The acquisition of Laufen allowed Roca to strengthen its position in strategic
markets where the brand had less presence, such as Eastern Europe, Brazil and the USA.
In 2005 Roca announced an ambitious strategic plan focused on bathroom spaces,
achieving the world leadership of the sector in 2006.
Currently, Roca’s manufacturing cycle starts with the collecting of raw materials, follows
with mechanical and artisan transformation, robotic arms procedures, and ends with
distribution of the finished goods.

CONCLUSIONS
The toilet bowl as a tangible thing, has provided us with looks into history, archeology,
ethnography, sociology, psychology, art, literature, essays, music, humor, design,
innovation, technology, engineering, marketing, publicity, business fusions &
acquisitions, social hygienic issues, feces, scatology, health concerns, disease & infection
contentions, sanitation, water collecting, water waste transformation, treatment plants,
sewers, pipes, plumbing, china/porcelain objects, manufacturing, robotization, laws and
regulations, environmental & ecological concerns, social classes, economics, and
privileges.
The Roca example touched most of the above and added a new concept: globalization.
Roca and its competitors are at the top of the waste water cycle. Their products, as the
toilet bowl, are the visible part of a complex system.
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The wastewater treatment plant, or waste resource recovery facility, is the last stroke of
genius in this long journey that started in mankind’s primal bowels.

These installations have been primordial in the discovery of Contaminants of Emerging
Concern9 (CECs), like asbestos. CECs refers to any chemical discovered in water or in
the environment that had not previously been detected or were only present at
insignificant levels.
9
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CECs can range from pharmaceuticals and personal care products to persistent organic
pollutants used in many industrial processes. These pollutants are not yet regulated under
environmental laws. And current treatment plants are not fully equipped to handle CECs.
Anyway, EPA has suggested that the best control for them is through advancing
technology at treatment plants.10
CECs are the new frontier…

10

  Fraiese  A.,  Naddeo  V.,  Uyguner-‐Demirel  C.  S.,  Prado  M.,  Cesaro  A.,  Zarra  T.,  Liu  H.,  Belgiorno  V.,  
Ballesteros  F.  "Removal  of  Emerging  Contaminants  in  Wastewater  by  Sonolysis,  Photocatalysis  and  
Ozonation”  
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LINKS INDEX:
“Shitting Pretty”: https://www.amazon.com/Shitting-Pretty-clean-healthytraveling/dp/1885211473
“How to Shit Around the World”: https://www.amazon.com/-/es/Dr-Jane-WilsonHowarth/dp/B00NBCMZBG/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&qid=1587904003&refinements=p_
27%3ADr+Jane+Wilson-Howarth&s=books&sr=1-1&text=Dr+Jane+Wilson-Howarth
We Are Water Foundation: https://www.wearewater.org/en
Cloaca Maxima: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloaca_Maxima
WHO Sanitary facts: https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/sanitation
The Throne of Sir John Harrington: https://www.historic-uk.com/CultureUK/TheThrone-of-Sir-John-Harrington/
Yen Chih-Thui: https://books.google.es/books?id=Lx9mS6Aa4wC&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=Paper+on+which+there+are+quotations+o
r+commentaries+from+the+Five+Classics+or+the+names+of+sages,+I+dare+not+use+
for+toilet+purposes&source=bl&ots=VAKBibAO4p&sig=ACfU3U15ainN4Vp4hdaTGKZQoGPoEczSA&hl=en&ppis=_c&sa=X&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=Paper%20
on%20which%20there%20are%20quotations%20or%20commentaries%20from%20the
%20Five%20Classics%20or%20the%20names%20of%20sages%2C%20I%20dare%20
not%20use%20for%20toilet%20purposes&f=false
Gayetty's Medicated Paper: http://www.lemen.com/imageGayetty1.html
Roca: http://www.roca.com
We Are Water Foundation/Our Foundation: https://www.wearewater.org/en/ourfoundation_253356
Toto unveils mobile toilet: http://www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/AJ202001260004.html
Roca Galleries: http://www.roca.com/our-company/design-and-innovation/rocagalleries/galleries
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